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 The market moves higher, but the narratives are battling 
 Investor sentiment is rolling over 
 Maybe the logistics logjams are not easing 
 Retail Earnings give us hope 
 With or without Congress, the government can still hand out money 
 Merrill Fund Manager Survey reverses course sharply in theory but not in practice 
 Jobs are coming back (we told you so…for now) 
 Inflation complacency 
 Housing optimism continues to slow (and prices are still sky high) 
 Chinese lies cannot cover the economic weakness 
 The Fed is going to taper (soon) 
 Chart Crime of the week 
 Long note after some bearless rumination in the mountains 
 Click here for the full note 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
SPX 4403 0.0% 18.0% 35.6% 
QQQ 367.3 0.4% 17.4% 37.1% 
US 10 YR 1.18% 1.23% 0.92% 0.56% 
VIX 18.0% 18.2% 22.8% 23.0% 
Oil 67.99 -5.9% 40.5% 63.4% 

     
*10yr and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The battling narratives continue to create gyrations in the market, but the surface of the market still shrugs and 
grinds higher (the last two days notwithstanding).  Fittingly for the times, each of these narratives seem to have 
their bizarro-world opposite….their own set of facts to use Twitter-speak.  Is the Fed still accommodative…or is it 
going to start reducing bond purchases sooner than expected?  Earnings have been great…but have we reached 
peak earnings?  And of course, the economy is set to finally reopen after the virus-fear…or are we all going to be 
100% risk-mitigators for the rest of our lives and never fully open the economy again?  Afghanistan adds a whole 
new layer to the political theater in DC.  With an almost universal condemnation of the way in which Biden 
executed the withdrawal (or lack thereof if you are one of the 86,000 people looking “to get the hell out of 
there” to paraphrase General Marshall in Saving Private Ryan), will the infrastructure and budget bills be 
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derailed?  Both were loaded with handouts which presumably could continue to drive the economy and thus the 
market in the short run.  We are a little more sanguine on the likely political stalemate.  We think most rational 
minds have realized the reigns must be pulled in come hell or high water.  Thus, a lack of a future fiscal stimulus 
is not necessarily a reason to sell now (just like the passage of these bills would not necessarily be a good reason 
to buy).  But it might reduce the risk appetite on the edges.  Risky trades typically require some sort of firm 
macro or political footing to succeed.  Clearly, we have nothing remotely resembling stability on these fronts.  
And the US is not the only waffler.  China continues its crackdown on capitalism.  And Europe is doing its best 
version of China. 

 Investor sentiment is rolling over 

Investor sentiment seems to be rolling over despite all-time highs in the market.  Goldman Sachs’s indictor is 
now in negative territory.  And Merrill Lynch’s is back to Neutral after being extremely Bullish ever since the 
peak fear started to ebb last summer.  The U Michigan survey sums it up with deteriorating financial 
expectations highlighted (lowlighted) by the plummeting Probability of Adequate Retirement Income.  Some are 
pointing to the “Misery Index” which is a simple composition of the Unemployment Rate and Inflation.  June’s 
11.3 reading is high compared to recent non-shock times.  Early 1980 saw the US’s all-time high at 22.  
Venezuela is currently registering around 3800. 

 

 

 Maybe the logistics logjams are not easing 

As much as we have been thinking the logistics logjams will ease, the two ports in the LA area prove the 
bottlenecks are not only lingering but surging higher again.  And as we have been saying tautologically, the 
longer high prices last, the longer high prices will last. 
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 Retail Earnings give us hope 

Despite all the scare tactics coming out of the government, shoppers have been back pounding the pavement.  
Walmart, Target, and Lowe’s all showed strong results with guidance pointing to more strength.  Specifically, 
foot traffic is up sharply with ticket sizes remaining roughly flat (some up, some down).  So, shoppers are going 
out more often but still buying as much!  (Home Depot was the notable exception to this as they said traffic was 
falling).  This contrasts sharply with the government Retail Sales data (a 1.1% contraction in July vs June’s 
increase of 0.6%).  Of course, the weakest subset here was e-commerce which we already expected given a large 
amount of demand pulled forward (Amazon’s June Prime day among other factors).  The strongest subsets of in-
store shopping have been apparel, back-to-school, and groceries.  Some of our long exposure in our Trading 
bucket is apparel. 

 With or without Congress, the government can still hand out money 

Food stamp benefits got boosted by $36 a person.  Benefits vary by income levels and family sizes, but the 
average before the boost was about $133 per person per month.  42mm Americans receive food stamps.  
According to the USDA, the number one purchase using food stamps is soda.  Fruit and vegetables are near the 
bottom.  Do not yell at us…this is reported by the New York Times! 

 Merrill Fund Manager Survey reverses course sharply in theory but not in practice 
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Fund managers have drastically reduced their optimism/expectations for global growth and corporate profits. 
Profit margins are expected to shrink which flies in the face of the 2Q earnings reports which saw record margin 
expansion.  Moreover, this margin compression is likely to happen without inflationary pressures (standard 
thinking tells us that margins shrink when inflation on inputs runs hot but you cannot pass the price increases on 
to customers).  Yet, the punchline is that investors are still extremely overweight equities!  As for the sectors and 
factors, most have given up on the Value/Reflation trade as Energy and Materials have been cut along with 
Small Caps.  Healthcare is now the most Overweight sector with Big Tech right behind it. 

 

 Jobs are coming back (we told you so…for now) 

Payrolls increased by 943k which beat the 900k exp.  And the June number was revised higher to 938k from 
850k.  The UE rate dipped to 5.4% from 5.9% in June.  Private jobs lagged a bit, but June had a nice revision 
higher (accounting for more than the total).  Average Hourly Earnings moved 0.4% higher on a monthly basis 
which translates into a 4.0% gain vs last July.  Jobless Claims are back to declining with two weeks in a row under 
400k.  Continuing Claims continue to shrink without the federal government programs.  Job Openings (per the 
JOLTS report) hit a record of 10.1mm 

 Inflation complacency 

Inflation (Consumer Price Inflation, CPI) registered 5.4% in July.  The “core” rate of price increases was 4.3%.  
While both of these numbers are obviously high, they both do show a slowing rate of change.  This is not enough 
to confirm the “transitory” assessment by the Fed (and the way we have been leaning - but have been losing 
confidence), but it is a start.  However, it is worth noting that the PPI (Producer Price Index – wholesale and 
input prices) has not slowed.  This indictor does not get as much attention, but obviously these higher prices will 
translate into higher consumer prices, or they will shrink companies’s margins.  Anecdotally, google searches for 
“inflation” have plummeted.  Obviously, the bond market does not think inflation is for real.  Complacency or 
acceptance are never good tings (when talking about bad things).  We do have some inflation hedges in the 
portfolio in case we are wrong about inflation. 

 Housing optimism continues to slow (and prices are still sky high) 
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The Housing Market Index (home builder sentiment specifically for newly built homes) continues to deteriorate.  
The level of optimism has slowly slumped from November’s peak.  It has now roundtripped back to its pre-virus-
fear level.  Input/material costs are still the biggest threat to this recent housing boom.  Buyer Traffic is the 
weakest component of the index which does not bode well.  Sales Expectations is the highest component.  This 
is the builder optimism that can be misguided at times.   

Housing Starts for July dropped 116k (annualized from 1.65mm to 1.534mm).  This is about the middle of the 
pack for the last year.    Permits increased about 37k (annualized) which finally arrested the year-to-date slide.  
The market took the Starts miss negatively, but we think the trend is indiscernible and somewhat balanced by 
the Permits.  The Housing Market Index is far more negative.  We are out of our Housing Longs for now.  We will 
wait for a new trend to be established to get back in (short or long). 

 As for Boots on the Ground research, my roofing analyst in South Carolina is still seeing price increases…he just 
got his 4th one in the last year.  On the flip side, the Home Depot earnings do point to stalling project momentum 
for contractors.  Lowe’s, which is more DYI’ers, continues to see demand. 

Here is a scary chart.  It shows that the average median Existing Home is now worth more than a New Home.  
The last time this happened was the peak of the Housing boom back in 2005.  

 

The preliminary reading of U Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment hit the lowest reading since the end of 2011.  And 
circling back to Housing, the intention to buy a home (in this survey) continues to hit recent lows. 

 Chinese lies cannot cover the economic weakness 

China Industrial Production for July only increased 6.4% (vs July of last year) after an 8.3% rise in June (and 
expectations for July were 7.8%).  Retail Sales similarly missed expectations with an increase of only 8.5% vs the 
expectation of an 11.5% increase.  Remember that all Chinese data is fake, so the trends and levels vs 
expectations are what matter.  The Chinese National Bureau of Statistics noted that the “economic recovery is 
still unstable and uneven.”  The PR guy that wrote this is probably dining with Jack Ma tonight. 
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 The Fed is going to taper (soon) 

The market has shifted its expectations for the “tapering” of Quantitative Easing (QE – bond buying).  According 
to polling (yikes) and reporting (more yikes), September will be the announcement for a reduction in bond 
buying starting in October or November.  The ultimate end of the bond buying is likely to be in the middle of 
2022.  The FOMC (Fed Open Market Committee that sets policy) Minutes showed that the dissention to Powell’s 
uber-easy policy is mounting (we have highlighted the increasing cautionary voices).  Even the voices that are 
fearful of a wabbling economy still think we are close to taking away the punch bowl.  If only they had done this 
when things were rosy. 

 Chart Crime of the week 

It is not just the Germans that construct moronic comparisons across historical periods (recall Deutsche Bank 
equated today’s “Tech Cold War” with the actual Cold War with the Soviets).  But, also, look at the starting 
points (our first glorious usage of the scribble function in Word)!  How do the rallies “fit” with completely 
different bases?   

 

 

 Quick Hits 
 Robinhood insiders sold $7b in shares the day after the stock became a meme. 
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 Apparently, there is a nascent movement to ban car names and slogans like Ford Tough, Dodge 
Charger, and BMW’s a “design that dominates.” 

 Pop singer Rihanna is worth $1.7b. 
 For you non-Texans out there, the Dallas Cowboys are the most valuable sports franchise with 

an estimated worth of $6.5b. 
 Las Vegas mask mandates do not apply if you are smoking. 
 Pedestrian bridge railings in Naples, Italy have braille markings that describe the view. 
 The Dem’s budget framework contains $500b earmarked to help people pay rent and utility 

bills. 
 New Zealand has locked down its country again because of a virus outbreak that numbers seven 

people. 
 Cryptofanatics, those that truly believe in the decentralization of money and government, hired 

a lobbyist to craft legislation in their desired form. 
 The federal government is reducing water to Arizona farmers through the Colorado river 

system. 
 Bloomberg wrote that the changing market rotations are “not necessarily the most convenient 

to wrap a narrative around for a journalist.”  Yeah, easily outlining the narrative is what is 
important.  (We usually do not comment on Quick Hits, but we wanted to be sure our disdain 
for journalists was loud and clear.) 

 Maine, Minnesota, and New York City have all requested that soda be removed from the 
approved items that can be bought by food stamps.  The USDA has rejected them all. 

 Mexico drinks more soda than any other country (per capita). 
 Coke is more available than drinking water in much of Mexico. 
 The Minnesota Fed’s Neel Kardashian Kashkari said “cryptos are 95% fraud, hype, and noise.” 
 Here is a random shot of lightening hitting the Freedom Tower and the Empire State building at 

the same time last week.  We were struck by lightening once. 
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Trading:  Still quiet on the trading front.  We added small slices to our rare-earths, airlines, and auto longs (not 
Tesla but a real automaker Porsche which owns VW).  We increased our small short on the regional banks (they  
do not do well in an inflationary or stagflationary (inflation with no growth) environment which is possible). 

TSLAQ:  Tesla is being investigated again for its vaporware “autopilot” system causing another crash.  This 
provoked two democratic senators into calling for a congressional investigation into the company’s false 
advertising (despite Musk being a champion of the phantom green cause, he has cozied up to republicans more 
so than dems).  But have no fear, Tesla’s “Artificial Intelligence Day” is Thursday!  The pump is back on!  But we 
suspect this will fall flat like the cybertruck window test (when Musk threw not one but two steel balls through 
the allegedly impervious window).   

 

 

 

Check out our website to learn more about Chalk Creek Partners 

Carlisle's Twitter Financial List 

   Carlisle's LinkedIn 
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


